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ABSTRACT

This chapter analyzes the role of non-market actions (NMAs) in the competitive position of firms in the European mobile telecommunications industry. First, the bases and uses of NMAs are reviewed and classified. Second, the use of legal actions as NMAs to erode the competitive position of first-mover firms is examined. Third, the findings of an empirical study confirming the effectiveness of legal actions as competition tools in the European mobile telecommunications industry are analyzed. Lastly, some conclusions, future lines of research and practical recommendations are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade the European mobile telecommunications industry has experienced unprecedented growth. The industry has expanded from a mere 35 million users with an average penetration rate of 12 percent in 1996 to more than 450 million users with an average penetration rate of over 100 percent at the end of 2006. In fact, 17 European Union (EU) member states have now exceeded 100 percent penetration (European Union, 2007).

The spread of digital technologies and market liberalization is responsible for this rapid expansion. Not all operators, however, have benefited equally. The technology in the mobile telecommunications industry is available to all firms, and identifying and copying innovations introduced by competitors is easy. Although this situation should cause pioneer operators to lose their first-mover
advantage rapidly, pioneers have been shown to maintain their advantage (Fernández and Usero, 2007). An analysis of other—presumably more effective—ways of competing for follower firms, then, is needed.

Firms can defend themselves against rivals with a variety of competitive actions such as product, pricing or advertising activities (Smith et al., 1992). These are all market actions, but non-market actions (NMAs) are available to firms too. NMAs target politicians and regulators, the media, citizens and courts. Lobbying government, managing public or stakeholder opinion, and taking legal actions against competitors or the government itself are all examples.

The use of NMAs—particularly legal actions—to obtain competitive advantages has become “a necessity, not an option, in business” (Shell, 2004: 19). NMAs serve to complement—even replace—more conventional actions that are designed to implement a firm’s strategy (Yoffie and Bergenstei in, 1985). Their use is especially effective when business models and technologies can be easily replicated or when many of the business opportunities are controlled by government (Baron, 1995), as is the case in the mobile telecommunications industry.

Evaluating the effectiveness of NMAs to erode pioneer advantage in this industry, then, is a topic that merits discussion. Legal actions such as filing lawsuits and making complaints to regulatory bodies are among the most typically used NMAs. It is, for example, common for operators without significant market power to complain to regulatory agencies about high interconnection charges or difficulties to install antennas, while dominant operators complain about the help they are required to provide other firms. Despite this, however, few empirical works rigorously study the impact of this type of NMA. Consequently, this chapter has two objectives:

1. To discuss the bases and uses of NMAs and highlight the main types employed in the mobile telecommunications industry.
2. To analyze the use of legal actions to erode the competitive position of first-mover firms in the mobile telecommunications industry.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, the European mobile telecommunications industry is briefly described. Second, the effectiveness of NMAs as competition tools and their relevance to the mobile telecommunications industry are discussed. Third, the different types of advantages that legal actions bring are analyzed, along with the findings of an empirical study confirming the effectiveness of legal actions at eroding the pioneer advantage of European operators. The chapter concludes with some final thoughts and outlines some possible future lines of research.

THE EUROPEAN MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

One of the reasons the mobile telecommunications industry has grown rapidly in Europe is the strong support given to it by the European Union (EU). The EU has made great efforts to establish a harmonized framework for the regulation of electronic communications services and networks, and associated facilities and services. The process began with the Green Paper on Mobile and Personal Communications (COM(94)145 final) and finished with Directive 2002/21/EC and another four specific Directives on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services.

This growth of the European market can be clearly traced through three stages that correspond to the technology used (Figure 1). In the 1980s almost all monopolies operating in the fixed telecommunications industry obtained the sole license to operate with analog technology. The United Kingdom and Sweden had a duopoly from...